








Banana Pudding Delight 

Parentage: (seedling x seedling) 

 
3 - 6 way branching, Bud Count 22 – 30, Height 32", Bloom 5.75", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Dormant   
 
This yellow self is a stand out in any garden with its heavy substance and light sculpting supported by excellent 
plant habit and great re-bloom. Its form is full circular and overlapped. 
 
We have gotten some beautiful progeny and a variety of colors with sculpting using Banana Pudding Delight. It 
consistently imparts its heavy substance and plant habit onto its progeny, and is easily fertile both ways.   

$80 / double fan 
________________________________________________________________________________    

 

Blissful Moment 

Parentage: (seedling x seedling) 
 

4 - 6 way branching, Bud Count 20 – 32, Height 30", Bloom 5.5" - 6", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Dormant   
   
This cultivar has a performance attitude to match its large, pretty face, a profuse re-bloomer with heavy 
branching here in our Zone 7 garden. It's a yellow with a very light cream-pink overlay giving the appearance of 
ivory, enhanced further by its heavy substance and sprinkled liberally with diamond dusting on all segments. It 
is easily fertile both ways. 

 
$100 / double fan 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Champagne Socialite 

Parentage: {Be Thine x (seedling x tet Barbara Mitchell)} 

 
3 - 6 way branching, Bud Count 15 – 19, Height 31", Bloom 6.5", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Semi-Evergreen  

 
When we first saw this flower bloom in our New Hampshire garden, we knew we had something special. This 
large, light, icy, shell pink cultivar boasts amazing substance, adorned with a heavily ruffled, gilded edge. To 
top it off, it is diamond dusted as well. Talk about garden presence; this baby stands forth in all her glory. 
Consistent re-bloom. Easily fertile both ways. 

  
$125 / double fan 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Cosmic Lover 

Parentage: (Gram's Dream x Strawberry Candy) 

 
4 - 6 way branching, Bud Count 15 – 20, Height 26", Bloom 6.5", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Dormant  

 
This cultivar got lost in the shuffle moving down here to North Carolina from New Hampshire, and needless to 
say I was an unhappy camper. When we found it in the gardens we were delighted. 
 
Cosmic Lover is a pink with a dark red plum eye and double edge. The outer edge at times has white and 
silver teeth. A very light lime green pleated throat complements this Northern hardy cultivar. 
 
This is an important cultivar for breeding dormancy, rebloom and teeth on both narrow and full forms. Easily 
fertile both ways.  

$100 / double fan    



Magic Released 

Parentage: {(America's Most Wanted x Smuggler's Gold) x Spacecoast Krinkles)} 

 
3 - 6 way branching, Bud Count 15 – 27, Height 30", Bloom 5.75", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Dormant   

 
In the North during cool weather, this cultivar blooms with a very visible halo and darker colors overall. As it 
warms up the halo disappears. Here in North Carolina it hardly ever blooms with a halo and the color is much 
lighter. You can see the difference in the alternate photo displayed here. This is a heavily diamond dusted 
cultivar that has extremely tight ruffling on all segments. We use it heavily here in our gardens in an “edge-
with-no-eye” program with excellent results. Easily fertile both ways.  
 

$100 / double fan 
________________________________________________________________________________    

 

Mango Paradise 

Parentage: (Edge Of Heaven x Eternity Road) 

 
4 - 6 way branching, Bud Count 20 – 24, Height 32", Bloom 5", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Dormant   
 
Mango Paradise has very thick substance. To the touch, it feels as though it is wax smooth. A tangerine-rose 
with a heavily stitched, ruffled, orange edge. On rebloom the edge turns into orange teeth or tendrils -- 
sometimes a combination of both. Light diamond dusting enhances this lovely blend with its great garden 
presence. Easily fertile both ways. 

  
$100 / double fan 

________________________________________________________________________________    

 
Mrs. Krabappel 

Parentage: (Strawberry Candy x Gram's Dream) 
 

4 - 6 way branching, Bud Count 25 – 35, Height 36", Bloom 5", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Dormant 
   
Mrs. Krabappel is a reverse cross of Cosmic Lover. It is a pink bi-tone with a lavender eye and thin double 
edge. Most of the time this cultivar’s sepals do a half twist. It blooms and re-blooms like crazy. We have used 
this heavily in our Unusual Form program with excellent results. Easily fertile both ways. 
 
You probably recognize Mrs. Krabappel as the name of as Bart Simpson's schoolteacher on The Simpson's. 
 
(Unfortunately due to our busy schedule we were unable to get good pictures of this cultivar; we will update the 
images on our website come the 2011 bloom season.)   

$100 / double fan 
________________________________________________________________________________    

 

Party Dance 

Parentage: (Angel's Smile x Momentum) 
 

4 - 6 way branching, Bud Count 22 – 30, Height 34", Bloom 5.25", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Dormant  
  
Party Dance is a rose-red bi-tone with a darker halo, heavy substance, stitched ruffling, and large green throat. 
Blooms hold themselves at a 45° angle for nice viewing. It breeds all colors with edges that vary in color and 
form from ruffled, to tendrils, to teeth. Party Dance also works as a color clarifier. It is a must for adding 
dormancy and rebloom to a hybridizing program. Easily fertile both ways. 

   
$100 / double fan    



Passionate Peach 

Parentage: {(Enchanted April x Angel's Smile) x seedling} 
 

3 - 6 way branching, Bud Count 20 – 32, Height 26", Bloom 4.5", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Semi-Evergreen  

 
Passionate Peach packs a lot of punch to its bloom. It is extremely re-curved, exposing a beautiful yellow-
green which extends out across the petal surface with a ruffled edge. A red-lavender line creases the midrib. 
Diamond dusting finishes the job. Easily fertile both ways. 

  
$100 / double fan 

________________________________________________________________________________    
 

Rippled Custard 

Parentage: (seedling x seedling) 

 
4 way branching, Bud Count 19 – 22, Height 24", Bloom 5.5", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Dormant  

 
A beautiful ivory custard cream in color with extreme ruffling. Embossed corduroy sculpting adorns the petal 
surface, and diamond dusting is sprinkled across the bloom. We use it extensively as both a pod and pollen 
parent in all colors. Excellent ruffling with heavy textures are proven qualities in its progeny. Easily fertile both 
ways. 

 
$100 / double fan 

________________________________________________________________________________    
 

Starless Night 

Parentage: (Midnight Raider x tet Grand Masterpiece) 

 
3 way branching, Bud Count 20 – 22, Height 36", Bloom 5", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Semi-Evergreen 

 
A heavily saturated, velvety purple-black with raised corduroy texture on the inside of the petals. At times it can 
have a black eye and a very slight double edge of black and silver. Starless Night holds up well in full sun. 
 
I have this crossed into Party Dance and have produced cultivars of exquisite heavy substance in many colors 
ranging from red through nearly black with chartreuse-green-gold edges. Easily fertile both ways.   

$100 / double fan 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Stout And Stippled 

Parentage: (America's Most Wanted x Kisses Like Wine) 

 
3 - 4 way branching, Bud Count 18 – 20, Height 22" - 24", Bloom 6", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Evergreen 

 
Stout and Stippled is a very unique, red stippled, patterned crispate on a yellow flower with raised ribbed 
texture on petals. This cultivar makes its garden presence known. Easily fertile both ways. 
 
If you live in USDA Zone 5 or lower, you may want to mulch this evergreen cultivar in case you experience an 
"open" winter 

$100 / double fan    
 
 
 



Wild Planet 

Parentage: (Heal Thy Spirit x Forestlake Ragamuffin) 

 
2 - 6 way branching, Bud Count 18 – 45, Height 28", Bloom 6.5", Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Dormant 

 
By far, a favorite of many people who either viewed it in the gardens or as a future on our website, there is a lot 
going on in this unique cultivar. It is an extremely light lavender that is heavily diamond dusted with a huge 
green, pleated appliqué throat that extends out on all segments. It's hard to see in these images but there is a 
very light lavender band outside the appliqué throat. Petals at the heart of the flower do not touch. 
 
The alternate images will give you close-up views of the outstanding raised teeth, tendrils and serration of the 
edge that at times is cellophane looking. Each segment re-curves, but the petals re-curve to form a point. Just 
wild! Dare I say “distinctive”? Wild Planet has up to 6 way branching. Pollen is very easy; pods require 
persistence but will definitely set viable seeds. I'm working at increasing the bloom size while keeping the form 
and duplicating it on different colors. We already have a purple with white teeth progeny that looks promising. 

$150 / double fan 
________________________________________________________________________________    

 
Tiki God   

Parentage: {(Breed Apart x Momentum) x Be Thine} 
 

2-4 way branching, Bud Count 20, Height 37”, Bloom 5.5” Mid-Season, Rebloom, Tet., Semi-Evergreen   

  
This first bloomed in 1997 in our New Hampshire gardens, and I wanted to see if it was consistent in its form. It 
always bloomed fully bibbed in New Hampshire and once in a blue moon semi-bibbing occurred. I thought I 
would introduce it when we moved down to North Carolina in 2007. Well since we have moved down here, it 
has bloomed single full form for the first time, so needless to say I was a little skeptical at that point in 
introducing it, so I held it back for three more years while playing around with it. This is our second year at 
registering and introducing daylilies, when we published our spring 2011 introductions, there were quite a few 
prominent hybridizers who were surprised that I hadn't introduced it. So with some prodding, here we are 
finally introducing it for delivery this spring 2011. To say that this cultivar is unique and distinctive is an 
understatement. 
 
 
It is an extremely light pink. It sometimes looks like a near white, with a much darker rose-pink eye, with a 
yellow throat that leads to a very dark olive green heart. The edge is very ruffled extending into the heart and at 
the very edge of the ruffling it is serrated. Added to the mix is an inverted midrib. It has 2-4 way branching and 
reblooms, but can be top branched in the north. It is very pollen fertile, but pods takes a lot of persistence, but 
it does set viable seeds. This serrated, sculpted bibbed form is certainly a new "look" on the daylily scene, and 
one that certainly needs more discovery. I have it crossed into most forms. I also have crossed into a complete 
line of doubles to see what will happen, and all I can say at this time is it is magical. Truly a gem. 

$200 / double fan  
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